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Social Networking Sites (SNS) 
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• social media utility that connects one with the 
people around you, include text, audio, video, 
images, podcasts and other multimedia 
communications 
 
SNS Users 
•           Facebook: 1.11 billion monthly active users as of March 2013 
•           LinkedIn: 200 million members as of December 31, 2012 
•           Twitter: 288 million monthly active users as of January 2013 
•           SinaWeibo: 46.2 million daily active users as of December 
2012 
•           Renren: 57 million monthly active users as of March 2013 
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Outline 
I. Nature of the Problem: attitudes of employers and 
employees 
II. Attempts of Legal Regulation 
a) accessing accounts by Employers: the US Approach 
b) The use of info on SNS – US, Germany, Australia 
III.  In Search of a Solution 
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Issue 
• To what extent an applicant or employee has 
an expectation of privacy in their personal 
social networking site? 
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Part I 
 
THE PROBLEM:  
CHANGING NATURE, CHANGING ATTITUDES 
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The Concerns of Employers 
 
• Disclosure of trade secrets/confidential information 
• Sexual or racial harassment of colleagues 
• Posting of clients’ pictures or information 
• AND 
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 Cross-Tab Marketing Services, Online Reputation in a Connected World, Jan. 2010, p 6. 
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71% of Hong Kong hiring managers check job 
candidates’ Facebook profiles 
“This is well above the regional average of 50% (Australia 36%; 
New Zealand 34%; and Singapore 50%)” 
----USE OF FACEBOOK MAY AFFECT CAREER PROSPECTS  
30 May 2011  
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 Cross-Tab Marketing Services, Online Reputation in a Connected World, Jan. 2010, p 7. 
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Facebook Fired 
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Right to be Forgotten > Right to Delete? 
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REGULATING ACCESS OF ACCOUNTS BY 
EMPLOYERS 
Part II 
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• Employee of housing estate management co. left a 
message on the housing estate intranet defaming the 
plaintiff 
   
  胡說八道 
   絕非好漢 
   強詞奪理 
   狗狗不如 
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• Appellant was a former lecturer of VTC, alleged the Head had 
completed students’ assignments for the students, and gave 
instructions for him to do so. 
• Recorded the conversation, uploaded that onto the internet 
• Head complained to PC that there was wrongful collection and 
misuse 
• PC: DPP3 misuse of personal data 
Hui Kee Chun v. The Privacy Commissioner for 
Personal Data (2009) CA 
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• when SNS setting is open to all 
 
Hiring 
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If not open to all 
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Macau 
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Password Protection Law 
Hiring and Firing 
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Different Types of Statutory Protection  
• Scope of coverage: sns, email, any electronic personal account 
• Prohibition of employers seeking login info from applicants or 
employees; or seeking such info or access from co-workers 
• Exceptions: investigation of misconduct; formal investigation 
on alleged violation of laws 
• Remedies: damages, reinstatement 
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What about 
 
• “Shoulder surfing” 
• Pressuring applicants or employees 
    to ‘befriend’ the employers  
• Changing privacy setting 
    to allow public access 
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THE USE OF INFO ON SNS BY EMPLOYER: 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY 
• Part IIB 
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USNY Party Shuttle and Fred Pfantzer (2013) 
 
• Tour bus driver posted on Facebook criticism of the 
company on work conditions, benefits, union 
activities 
• Posted on a page for NYC Tour Guides, accessible 
only to tour guides invited to join 
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Held by National Labor Relations Board 
• Must reinstate the plaintiff and provide back 
pay 
• Related to work and union benefits, not 
libelous 
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Germany 
• Landesarbeitsgerich Hamm Urteil (2012) 
• Facts: apprentice called his employer on 
Facebook to be an “oppressor”, “slave driver” 
and “exploiter” 
• Private setting, with 112 friends 
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Held 
• Comments: insult 
• Accessible to a multitude of persons 
• Pl was 26 years old, the special feature of 
apprenticeship 
• Depended on individual case and particular 
facts 
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Australia: Linfox Australia v. Gen Stutsel (2012) 
• A truck driver posted on Facebook criticising 2 
managers, calling one of them ‘bacon hater’ and 
another with words constituting sexual harassment 
• Dismissed for offensive, derogatory and 
discriminatory comments, 
• but not supported by Commissioner 
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Held by Fair Work Australia  
1. nature of the comments and statement 
2. Width of publications 
• Internet: can reach wide audience, ease of 
forwarding comments, permanent nature 
• Did not agree this was mere vetting, as conversation 
in a pub 
• BUT 
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In particular 
• Stutsel had been employed for 22 years 
• Facebook was set up by his daughter for him 
• Page was only for ‘friends’ 
• some of the statements complained were made by 
other colleagues but were not sued or dismissed 
• S: did not know how to delete comments made by 
others 
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Suggested Legal Framework 
• the ‘place’ of the discussion: open setting or just fro ‘Friends’> 
the reach of the audience 
• Subject matter: any verbal or physical threats being made; 
racial or sexual harassment; defamatory statement 
• The nature of the ‘outburst’: the cause 
• Abusive or insulting personal remarks 
• Employers: consistent application of policy 
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Part III: Things to Bear in Mind 
• Employer 
 
• An employee’s conduct 
• Companies’ own policies in 
determining whether termination is 
legal under the circumstances: 
cannot be overly broad 
• System of verification 
• Opportunity for employees or 
applicants to dispute information 
 
• Employee 
• Password 
• Expression in private setting of SNS 
• No. of friends 
• Relation with works 
• Nature of speech: abusive 
• Exceptions always apply 
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